You can’t pass up these bypass door options!

Bypass barn doors are ideal for closets or entryways with adjacent wall space too narrow for single, full-width doors. Combine two MP or CP Series hardware sets and tracks with our bypass adapter kit to open new possibilities!

- Use for either a clear-opening* or pass-through configuration
- Works with all MP/CP Series roller hanger styles
- Two sizes for either 1 1/8” or 1 1/4” thick doors
- Available in Black, Matte Black, Silver, Arch Bronze, and Bronze Texture
- Both tracks mount at the same height for a clean look
- Requires two MP/CP Series hardware sets and two tracks (sold separately)
- Two kits can be used for 4-door biparting bypass installation

**Bypass adapter kit for MP/CP tracks up to 8’ includes:**
- 6 adjustable bracket sets
- 12 hex lag bolts (2 3/8”)
- 12 carriage bolts (3/8”)

(Two tracks and two MP or CP hardware sets sold separately.)

**Single-set add-on kit for MP/CP tracks 8’6” or longer includes:**
- 1 adjustable bracket set
- 2 hex lag bolts (2 3/8”)
- 2 carriage bolts (3/8”)

(Bypass adapter kit sold separately. One single-set add-on kit required for each additional hole in long tracks with more than six mounting holes.)

---

*Clear-opening configuration requires bypass J-guide and bypass grab/push stops, sold separately.*